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Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide Defined Protection® Annuity 

J.P. Morgan  
Mozaic II℠ Index
An opportunity to pursue steady growth in a variety of markets

Objective
Generate consistent returns while managing 
volatility through global asset allocation

Approach
Risk parity and strongest momentum

Holdings
Global equities, bonds and commodities

Features 
Each month, the index selects asset classes with  
the highest returns to capitalize on proven and 
persistent performance

Ticker
JMOZAIC2 Index
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An image of a flat global map is provided with a heading that says, “A 
broadly diversified approach”. Listed on the map are the following asset 
classes: 6 American asset classes; 2 British asset classes; 2 Japanese asset 
classes; 2 German asset classes and 3 Commodity asset classes.

Monthly rebalancing may help generate more stable growth opportunities

Step 1 Evaluate

Each month, the index measures the six-month returns of all 15 available asset classes

Step 2 Select

The index then selects nine asset classes with the greatest returns over the previous  
six months

Step 3 Weight

Each selected asset class is strategically weighted in an effort to provide stable returns

“Stop-loss” feature: Asset classes are evaluated, selected and weighted monthly. If on any day the overall index’s weekly return is less than -3%,  
all allocations are removed for one week (the Index is effectively uninvested). After one week, the Index re-establishes allocations based on the monthly 
selection and weighting described above. To the extent the week following the triggering of the “stop-loss” feature sees an additional 3% decline, 
allocations will be removed for an additional week. This may reduce the risk of potential short-term loss in the Index during a period of significant 
market distress but may also cause the Index to miss a potential recovery in the underlying asset classes. Past performance is not indicative of  
nor does it guarantee future performance.

The J.P. Morgan Mozaic II℠ Index was established on 12/28/2016.

• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution  
• Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value
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15 global asset classes
A detailed pie chart of the 15 global asset classes is provided and broken out into 3 subcategories: 
equities, bonds and commodities.
The asset classes in equities are: S&P 500 Index (US), Russell 2000 Index (US), NASDAQ 100 Index 
(US), DAX (Germany), FTSE 100 Index (Great Britain), TOPIX Index (Japan).
The asset classes in bonds are: 2-year US Treasury notes, 10-year US Treasury Notes, 5-year US Treasury 
Notes, Long Gilt (Great Britain), German Bunds and JGBs (Japan).
The asset classes in commodities are: Bloomberg Industrial Metals Subindex, Bloomberg Precious 
Metals Subindex and Bloomberg Energy Subindex.
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Designed by J.P. Morgan, a global leader with  
a proven track record of award-winning index design.  
For more information, visit www.jpmorganindices.com.

This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or roll over any asset, adopt an investment strategy, retain a specific investment manager or use 
a particular account type. It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, tax and financial condition or particular needs of any specific 
person. Investors should discuss their specific situation with their financial professional.

Annuities have limitations. They are long-term vehicles designed for retirement purposes. They are not intended to replace emergency funds, to be used 
as income for day-to-day expenses or to fund short-term savings goals. Withdrawals are subject to income tax, and withdrawals before age 59½ may be 
subject to a 10% early withdrawal federal tax penalty. Please read the contract for complete details.

This product is sold by prospectus. Carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. The product prospectus contains this  
and other important information. Investors should read them carefully before investing. To request a copy, go to nationwide.com/prospectus or  
call 1-800-848-6331.
Nationwide Defined Protection is an individual single purchase payment deferred annuity with index-linked strategies issued by Nationwide Life Insurance 
Company, Columbus, Ohio. Please note, the contract does not directly participate in any stock or equity investments. 

Guarantees and protections referenced within are subject to the claims-paying ability of Nationwide Life Insurance Company.

Neither Nationwide nor any of its affiliates are affiliated with JPMorgan nor any of its affiliates.

The J.P. Morgan Mozaic IISM Index (“Index”) has been licensed to Nationwide Life Insurance Company (the “Licensee”) for the Licensee’s benefit. 
Neither the Licensee nor Nationwide Defined Protection Annuity (the “Product”) is sponsored, operated, endorsed, recommended, sold or promoted 
by J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (“JPMS”) or any of its affiliates (together and individually, “JPMorgan”). JPMorgan makes no representation and gives 
no warranty, express or implied, to contract owners taking exposure to the Product. Such persons should seek appropriate professional advice before 
making any investment. The Index has been designed and is compiled, calculated, maintained and sponsored by JPMS without regard to the Licensee, 
the Product or any contract owner. JPMorgan is under no obligation to continue compiling, calculating, maintaining or sponsoring the Index. JPMorgan 
may independently issue or sponsor other indices or products that are similar to and may compete with the Index and the Product. JPMorgan may 
also transact in assets referenced in the Index (or in financial instruments such as derivatives that reference those assets). These activities could have a 
positive or negative effect on the value of the Index and the Product.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, Nationwide is on your side and Nationwide Defined Protection are service marks of Nationwide Mutual 
Insurance Company. ©2022 Nationwide

Nationwide is on your side

https://jpmorganindices.com/indices/landing
https://www.nationwide.com/personal/investing/prospectuses/?utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=nf&utm_source=na&utm_content=brand:na:na:na:na:na:prospectus&quotetype=&type=na&ui1002=&ui3001=

